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Abstract:

To excel in football, a player must en-
hance both technical and tactical abil-
ities. This improvement is achieved
through repeated practice of ball-
handling positions. A study intro-
duces a design for a football throw-
ing machine, capable of consistently
directing and propelling the ball for
thorough educational assessment. The
machine features a ball loading canis-
ter to accommodate multiple balls, and
two polyurethane throwing wheels
mounted on a horizontally fixed body.
Each wheel’s speed can be adjusted
independently. Horizontal ball move-
ment is controlled by the difference
of speeds at each motor, and verti-
cal ball movement is controlled by the
lifter mechanism, while electronic sys-
tems manage velocity, direction, trajec-
tory. Speed and direction control op-
eration are controlled with two sepa-
rate DC motor speed controllers. At
this project we used the universal mo-
tors which can run from DC and AC
power source. However, we using the
DC 36V power source with charge con-
troller mounted into the device frame.
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Preface

In the realm of technologies and electronics, the help of invented devices to im-
prove the technical skills of each professional specialists is enormous. This project
explores impact of the ball thrower machine to an enhancing of the footballers
skills. The project’s aim lies in its potential to reshape training methods of foot-
ballers. The essence of this work is directed towards applications in both the fields
of enhancing the skills of footballers and developing the throwing machine tech-
nologies, making it a versatile and valuable technology to achieving the best per-
formances of football players.

I wanted to express my heartfelt gratitude to my supervisor professor Sultan-
galy Arzykulov, for his unwavering support and guidance throughout the devel-
opment of this capstone project. His research mentorship has not only improved
my research and engineering skills but has also inspired me to pursue academic
career. Without his help, I would have never had the opportunity to get acquainted
with my topic and would not develop this project to its final form.

Nazarbayev University, April 26, 2024

Yessimkhan Orynbay
<Yessimkhan.Orynbay@nu.edu.kz>
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Football, also known as soccer, is a team sport involving a spherical ball and played
by two teams, each consisting of 11 players. It boasts an extensive global follow-
ing, with approximately 249 million players across more than 190 countries and
territories, making it the most widely played sport worldwide. Matches take place
on a rectangular field called a pitch, with a goal situated at each end. The primary
objective of the game is to score points by maneuvering the ball past the opposing
team’s goal line and into their goal [1].

In our nation, there is an undeniable passion for football, and participation
rates are high. However, the desired level of success has not yet been achieved.
It can be argued that the primary determinant of a football match’s quality is the
technical prowess of the players. A refined technique involves footballers executing
movements efficiently and effectively [2].

For a footballer to possess a refined technique, mastering control over the ball
during kicking or passing is essential. This control can be exerted using various
body parts like the head, chest, or feet, adapting to different positions on the field.
The ability to stop the ball depends on factors such as its speed, height, direction,
as well as the player’s individual technique and habits [3]. Developing a player’s
control and dominance over the ball requires repetition, as studies indicate that
repeated movements lead to subconscious memorization, resulting in improved
performance during matches, both technically and visually. Tests exist to assess a
player’s technique in football, but some rely on human passing, which introduces
variability in the ball’s velocity, height, and direction. To ensure consistent training
of specific maneuvers, a machine proves more reliable, capable of executing the
same action repeatedly once programmed. A ball throwing machine, for instance,
enables a player to train independently without relying on another person, offering
consistent training opportunities regardless of environmental conditions [4].

There are several sizes of soccer ball depending on the age of the players. For
our project we chose first to develop the standard 5 size machine. The size 5
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

internationally has the circumference between 69 cm and 71 cm [5].
While innovative technological devices may not be widely recognized among

sports audiences, some European clubs have embraced them to enhance their per-
formance and achieve better results. These devices are utilized not only for injury
recovery but also for overall performance development [6]. The Football Launcher
stands out as a prime example of technological advancement in the soccer industry
of the 21st century. Invented and designed by Christian Guttler in Berlin, Germany,
the Football Launcher is a training system aimed at improving players’ first touch
with the ball and their instant reactions [7].

Figure 1.1: Footbonaut

The Footbonaut is engineered as an advanced training apparatus that repli-
cates the dynamic aspects of football gameplay, integrating both physical (such
as dribbling, passing, and shooting) and perceptual-cognitive (involving informa-
tion processing from auditory and visual cues) elements. Its design comprises a
14 × 14 m artificial turf surface provided by Morton Extrusionstechnik GmbH in
Absteinach, Germany, enclosed by four walls. These walls are constructed of 72
precisely positioned square panels, including 64 target gates and 8 ball dispenser
gates, each measuring 1.5 × 1.5 m. There are two horizontal rows of gates per wall.
Each gate is equipped with light barriers around its perimeter and light-emitting
diodes to detect and measure the ball’s passage through the gates[8].



Chapter 2

Skills and Background

This paper will investigate the construction of a soccer-ball launcher. In the begin-
ning of the project it was planned to design a machine which can be adjustable
for several size types of ball. However as we started our project in the second half
of the given time we decided first to make workable prototype with one size of
balls in particular size 5. Developing the skills of the football players using new
technologies can contribute our countries football development hopefully to see
them in the world scenes. After finishing this project, we would like to conduct a
research on designing the more professional machine which is really can be used
in the commercial areas for long term purposes. Therefore I believe this paper will
be the foundation for further investigations.

By the end of this project I hope that I will learn many new technical skills
such as designing devices, research skills. Now I need to learn more about the
basics of dynamics of ball throwing and the technical availability of electronics and
construction parts, that is why I need to improve my research skills, and I need to
learn in detail the parts which is needed for designing the ball throwing machine
in case if we can make a really professional device in mass production which can
be used for long term purposes. Below provided one of the devices that already
existing as professional training tools.

Figure 2.1: Professional Ball Launcher
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Chapter 3

Methodology

The main goal of the paper is to design the ball throwing machine. To design this
technical device I need firstly know the some statistic of football game. First we
need the ball size 5 as aforementioned. Standard size five ball has the circumfer-
ence length of from 68 cm to 71 cm and weight between 410 and 450 grams. This
ball size is used in the games where the players can be from 15 year old and above
[9].

Figure 3.1: Size of soccer balls[10]

The speed of the ball. The highest speed of the ball that ever was kicked in the
game is 129 km per hour. However the average speed that balls acquiring in the
games is about the 70 km per hour[11].

Ball throwing machine mechanical parts. For our prototype we decided to use
available materials in the market. For the parts of main body which will hold the
motors, we will use steel angle bars with sizes 30x30x3 and 40x40x3. To intercon-
nect the main body parts where applies less forces we will use lighter mass profile
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5

tubes.

Figure 3.2: Mechanical parts

Electronic parts First we decided to use hoverboard motors. The reason for
this is that they hub motors which means they are direct drive where stator and
the rotors are the parts of the wheel. The advantage of this motor would the fact
that it is easy to mount to the main body without any problems. For instance hub
motor ideally balanced against any vibarations that can arise during the high RPM
rotations. As aforementioned before we need average speed of 70 km per hour.

Figure 3.3: Hub motors

The biggest diametr for hoverboard wheels is 10 inches which is 25 in cm. For this
size we have to calculate the necessary value of RPM with next formula where N
is value of RPM, V is the velocity of the ball, r is the radius of the wheel [12].

N = V
2∗π∗r = 70∗60

2∗π∗0.125∗3.6 = 1485rpm

However this calculated RPM is for ideal conditions where the all the energy of
the wheels is transferred to the kinetic energy of the ball without any losses. We
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can take this value as aproximation for the protype. As seen from Figure 3.3 hub
motors are not typical DC motor even if they powered from 36V DC battery. The
speed control of hub motors are done with their factory controller which looks like
as below.

Figure 3.4: Factory hoverboard hub motor’s controller

Unfortunately it turned out that the hub motor from the hoverboard is not
appropriate for our project. Because the maximum RPM we could take from that
motor was around 700 RPM [14]. As we are run out of time we could not continue
to conduct the research on how to increase the maximum RPM of hub motors up to
2000 RPMs. Instead of that motor we found a replacement from industrial devices
such as washing machine. Indeed we could use other high RPM DC motors but
in the territory of our country there was no available one. We could order from
abroad, but again it requires more time than we have for the delivery.

The motor from washing machine is the universal motor which means it can
run from either AC or DC power source. Below provide some characteristics of
universal motor we chose [15].

To ensure whether the power of this motors are enough to launch the ball with
70 km per hour we need to make next calculation [16].

Radius of the ball, r = 11cm
Mass of the ball, m = 400g
Wheel radius, r = 11cm
Speed of the motor N = 1485rpm

The amount of energy to launch the ball

K.Eb =
mv2

2 = 209j/sec

The amount of energy stored in wheel while spinning
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Figure 3.5: Universal motor from wahsing machine

Es =
Iω2

2
I = 1.98 ∗ 10−3kg − m2

Es = 80j/sec

Total Power reqiured to launch the wheel which motor should consume is

TotalEnergy = K.Eb + Es = 289W ∗ s

As we see our 300W motors is enough powerful to eject the ball with necessary
speed.

Power source. For our project, mobility of the device is one of the main criteria.
Therefore we chose 10s2p Li-Ion, 36V, 4400mAh battery.

Figure 3.6: Electronic parts

Control of the speed. Next is the speed control device. We used a ordinary
voltage regulator which is made special for speed controlling of DC motors. How-
ever we took the one which handle up to 60V in case if we need more power and
RPMs.



Chapter 4

Results

4.0.1 Design process

Before the start of the designing the ball throwing machine we first made the 3D
model of it. 3D model of the device can help us to better design the main body.

Figure 4.1: 3D design

Main body construction. First we made the bottom part of the main body with
angle steel bars. Then we connected to it joining profile tubes.

Figure 4.2: Main body bottom part
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9

Installing the motors. For this project we install the motors in a way that it
is not replaceable. If we want to replace the motors we need to reconstruct the
upper part of main body. Each motor is attached to it with four bolts and nuts. To
decrease the impact of vibrations we put the rubber to the joining place. The next
job is connecting the upper part which made from also steel angle bars.

Figure 4.3: Installation of motors to main body

Installing the wheels. Wheel installing requires the accurate work when join-
ing the shafts of the wheel and motor. If it is not correct levelled then there will be
present vibrations. In the design process we met several times this kind of issues.
I cope it with reinstalling the wheels and recentering them.

Figure 4.4: Main body with wheels and motors

4.0.2 Test Results

Speed Tests.
To measure the speed of the ball we need some professional tool. There are various
technics and technologies to measure the ball speed. For instance the most suitable
ones can be speed measuring with a high speed camera [17] and radar [18]. There
was no access to these tools for us. Therefore we just used camera of smartphones
with slow motion mode. This gave us rough approximations as shown in the
figure. Our device could not give the speed results we expected. We wanted at
least 70km/h, however we achieved only 40km/h. The main reason was that the
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wheel rotation problem. The wheel itself could not handle high RPMs and main
body construction caused many vibrations as we did have the professional and
precise tools in the process of design.

Figure 4.5: Speed test results

Curved trajectory tests.
In today’s football, free kicks are increasingly seen as key chances to score goals

[19]. Skilled free kick specialists frequently choose to apply side spin to the ball,
aiming to bend it into the goal. Curved trajectory of the kicked ball is achieved
through the fact that the ball itself will have the rotational speed the effect of
Magnus makes it to change its trajectory [20]. In the world of professional soccer
game, players names it knuckle ball effect [21]. Our prototype could reach only
small part of expected results in curving the ball trajectory. The main problem to
this was the insufficient grip between ball and wheels. One more problem was that
the curved trajectory can be achieved efficiently in higher speeds that we could not
reach.

Figure 4.6: Curved trajectory test results



Chapter 5

Future works

In the future we will continue to develop the project further. Now, the prototype
achieved the basic results and we know the problems we need to cope in order
to make fully mobile and professional device. First we will update the wheels to
those which are designated for high rotational speeds. We will update the main
body to aluminum alloy material. Design process will include heat treatment and
additive technologies. With proper wheels and motors we are planning to achieve
maximum launch speed of 90km/h and curved trajectory [22]. Implementing the
fully remote control of the device is also in our plan[23]. Furthermore after suc-
cessfully making professional prototype we want to add the machine learning and
computer vision elements to improve the players’ skills much more efficiently and
quicker[3].
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

A successful development has been achieved in creating a soccer ball launching
device. However we could get only the half of the values of the expected re-
sults, our prototype gave us very valuable experience and results which we will
improve in our future plans .Various mechanical processes such as drilling, weld-
ing, threading, and grinding were employed in its construction. Currently, the
machine is utilized for soccer games for smaller age groups as we could achieve
speed parameters suitable for this group age. Future iterations will incorporate
adjustability to accommodate different ball sizes. Additionally, enhancements will
be made to the prototype using superior materials, and research will be conducted
into integrating hub motors due to their promising potential. The machine oper-
ates by propelling several sizes of balls balls across the ground using motors and
the counter-rotating motion of wheels. It enables launching of balls in both hori-
zontal and vertical planes, as well as in trajectory motions, utilizing principles of
aerodynamics and mechanics. This successful development allows for training of
students in the goalkeeper area without the need for a trainer’s assistance.
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